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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which approach does/did the United States take with regard to
privacy legislation?
A. Rely purely on self-regulation
B. Proactively create legislation on upcoming technologies
C. Create legislation as it is needed
D. Translate the convention on human rights into privacy laws
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You want to parse a URL into its single parts. Which function
do you choose?
A. parse_url()
B. get_url_parts()
C. url_parse()
D. geturlparts()
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a Cisco ASA multiple-context mode of operation configuration
,what three session types are resource-limited by
default when their context is a member of the default
class?(Choose three)
A. ASDM sessions
B. TCP sessions
C. Telnet sessions
D. SSL VPN sessions
E. SSH sessions
F. IPSec sessions
Answer: A,C,E
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